
 

 

 

 

March 11th 2010 

Dear Fellow Homeowner, 

  

While there are obvious and direct limits on what your association’s board can provide by way of services and amenities, 

there are certain policies and projects that can be undertaken to the benefit of our community. These can be done in a 

way to maintain the close fiduciary control necessary to keep our fee as low as possible.  But to help us target these 

options, we need some basic information about you, your aspirations, and preferences. 

 So, here we have a survey that we have tried to keep as simple and non-invasive as possible and in complete 

respect of your rights to privacy.  It is purely voluntary.  The information you provide will  only be used by the board for 

planning, and will be shared with no outside third party for any purpose. 

 

1. Street name?  WP Blvd__19__ Charlotte_7_  Estero_10_  Big Cyp _1_ Rock sprgs_4_ Unspec._1_ 

 

2. How many cars do you have?  1__18___  2__21__ 3___1____ 

 

3. Do you recycle? Y ____21______N_17_     Would you  like to? Y _13_ N _3_ 

 

4. How many persons  under 18__16__  or over 65_5_ reside in your home? 

 

5. How many dogs __17__  or other animals __10__ reside in your home? 

 

6. Do you use, or plan to use the swimming pool? Y___39___ N  __2__ 

 

7. Do you go for walks around the community?    Y ___39___ N___2__ 

 

8. How far is your commute:   1 - 3 miles __8___   4 - 7 miles _6___   7 - 15 miles _19_  over 15 __5__ 

 

9. Would you like to participate in a car pool? Y__5__ N ___32___ 

 

10. Would you take the bus if a stop/shelter existed on the corner at Linebaugh? Y___6__ N __32__ 

 

11. Would you use_8_  or offer __5_  babysitting service if local registry available?  

 

12. Would you object if your street was blocked off for a community party once or twice  

a year? Y__1__N __34__   (Does not apply to residents on Westpark Preserve Blvd. except north end.) 

 

Westpark Preserve Home Owners Association 
 

 Anonymous Survey 2010 Results 

As of 5-10-10, surveys returned = 41 

21.2 % of unit members responding 



13. Have you had any trouble with any of the following:  Stray cats _3_  barking dogs__5______, or aggressive   

dogs__2___,  or animal leavings_19_  Wild animals: alligators_1__, snakes_6__, turtles_2__, other_2_ 

 

14. Any problem with noisy neighbors or pets after 11 PM? Y_13__     N __22__ 

 

15. Is your street or sidewalk regularly blocked with incorrectly parked cars ? Y__11__   N_25_ 

 

16. Should speed bumps_6_ tables_1_ or neither__30__ be installed to calm traffic?  

 

17. What new measures could most positively affect your interests, convenience, or safety? 

 

__See Returns__ 

 

18. Have you observed any deficiencies in the infrastructure plan of the commons?  ( streets, signs,  

landscaping, conservation areas, pool area, Mail kiosk, entry and gates,  etc.) 

 

__See Returns__ 

 

19. Do you use internet and e-mail service? Y___39___   N ___0___ 

 

20. Have you been able to find local area resources without trouble? Y __32__   N___1___ 

 

21. Would you serve on the board of directors? Y _11_ N ___26___ 

 

22. Would you join a community committee, or offer to volunteer service? Y__26__      N___13__ 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

23. How important is community social life to you:        

Not much -1 ______________3_  

2 _______________________3_  

3  _______________________4_ 

4  _______________________2_     1-5 =    20 

5  _______________________8_     ---------------     --------| 

6  _______________________6_     6-10 =  20 

7  _______________________4_                                       23 range of mean distribution 

8  _______________________6_    ----------------------------| 

9  _______________________2_ 

10-  Very _________________2_  Total = 40 

 

24. Would you like to assist with the community website, newsletter, or other projects?  Y__13__    N __21__ 

 

25. Should the board publish a community directory for residents only? Y _17_     N__19__ 

 

 Returns include attachments with further written statements. 


